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Do you look where I look? Attention shifts and response
preparation following dynamic social cues
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Studies investigating the effects of observing a gaze shift in another person often
apply static images of a person with an averted gaze, while measuring response times
to a peripheral target. Static images, however, are unlike how we normally perceive
gaze shifts of others. Moreover, response times might only reveal the effects of a cue
on covert attention and might fail to uncover cueing effects on overt attention or
response preparation. We therefore extended the standard paradigm and measured
cueing effects for more realistic, dynamic cues (video clips), while comparing response
times, saccade direction errors and saccade trajectories. Three cues were compared: A
social cue, consisting of a eye-gaze shift, and two socially less relevant cues, consisting
of a head tilting movement and a person walking past. Similar results were found for
the two centrally presented cues (eye-gaze shift and head tilting) on all three response
measures, suggesting that cueing is unaffected by the social status of the cue. Interest-
ingly, the cue showing a person walking past showed a dissociation in the direction
of the effects on response times on the one hand, and saccade direction errors and
latencies on the other hand, suggesting the involvement of two types of (endogenous
and exogenous) attention or a distinction between attention and sacadic response
preparation. Our results suggest that by using dynamic cues and multiple response
measures, properties of cueing can be revealed that would not be found otherwise.

Keywords: Social attention, eye movements, response times, saccade trajectory
deviations, dynamic cues

Introduction

Intuitively, when we see a person shift his or her
gaze in a particular direction, we seem to be inclined to
also look in that direction. Studies of social attention,
investigating the effects of other people’s gaze shifts,
typically present participants with a static image of a
person looking in a certain direction, while a periph-
eral target is presented. In these studies, the direction
of perceived gaze is non-predictive (e.g., Bayliss & Tip-
per, 2006; Friesen, Moore, & Kingstone, 2005; Quad-
flieg, Mason, & Macrae, 2004; Ristic & Kingstone, 2005;
Sato, Okada, & Toichi, 2007) (for a review, see Frischen,
Bayliss, & Tipper, 2007) or counter-predictive (Driver
et al., 1999; Friesen, Ristic, & Kingstone, 2004; Tip-
ples, 2008) of forthcoming target direction, but faster
response times are found for targets congruent with the
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direction of perceived gaze. Such congruency effects
have been observed for manual responses (Driver et al.,
1999; Friesen & Kingston, 1998; Friesen et al., 2004; Sato
et al., 2007), suggestive of covert shifts of attention, and
also for overt saccadic (eye movement) responses made
towards peripheral targets (Itier, Villate, & Ryan, 2007;
Friesen & Kingstone, 2003; Kuhn & Kingstone, 2009;
Mansfield, Farroni, & Johnson, 2003; Ricciardelli, Bri-
colo, Aglioti, & Chelazzi, 2002).

While these studies provide valuable information
about the influence of perceiving someone’s averted
gaze, it would be interesting to know what happens in
an observer who perceives the actual gaze shift rather
than its result. Stimuli showing the actual gaze shift
have often been avoided in studies of social attention,
because of a possible confound between the effects of
the social aspect of the cue and similar effects of the
perceived motion direction (Farroni, Johnson, Brock-
bank, & Simion, 2000). At a neural level, such a con-
found might be expected, as single cell recording stud-
ies have demonstrated that neurons sensitive to social
cues (Perrett et al., 1985; Perrett, Hietanen, Oram, &
Benson, 1992) may also respond to biological motion
(Oram & Perrett, 1994). Consequently, stimuli used in
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studies of social attention are often carefully designed
to avoid any possible motion cues, for example by pre-
senting the averted gaze stimulus immediately after
the fixation stimulus (an empty screen containing a fix-
ation symbol only), or by covering the eyes in the image
before the presentation of the gaze cue (Bayliss, Pelle-
grino, & Tipper, 2005; Hermens & Walker, 2010).

A few studies have attempted to address these issues
and to extend the work on social attention to a more re-
alistic situation using dynamic cues (Bayliss et al., 2005;
Farroni et al., 2000; Kuhn & Tipples, 2011; Ricciardelli
et al., 2002; Rutherford & Krysko, 2008; Swettenham,
Condie, Campbell, Milne, & Coleman, 2003). One of
the strategies applied has been to compare the effects
of dynamic social cues with those arising from a gaze
stimulus in which the eyes remained stationary, while
the head moves in the opposite direction. The results
of such comparisons have been mixed. In a compar-
ison of adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
and a group of controls, both groups showed patterns
of response times congruent with an attention shift in
the direction of the perceived gaze shift rather than
the direction of the motion of the head (Rutherford &
Krysko, 2008). Likewise, comparing male and female
participants from a typical student population, atten-
tion shifts were found to follow the direction of ob-
served gaze, rather than the direction of the shift of the
head (Bayliss et al., 2005). By contrast, young infants
(16 to 21 weeks old) displayed gaze behavior sugges-
tive of attention shifts in the direction of perceived mo-
tion (Farroni et al., 2000). Interestingly, gaze shifts in-
duced by an opposite shift of the head (pupils station-
ary) and a static gaze cue (eyes first covered and later
revealed) showed similar effects on manual response
times (Bayliss et al., 2005), suggesting that the influence
of static and dynamic gaze cues might be alike.

Studies of social attention have often used response
times to study the effects of the cues in the observer. It
is unclear, however, whether the effects of social cues
depend on this particular measure, or whether simi-
lar results can be obtained if other measures are used.
One possible other measure is the frequency of sac-
cade direction errors following a social cue when par-
ticipants have to make eye movements towards a pe-
ripheral target (Kuhn & Benson, 2007; Kuhn & King-
stone, 2009). Erroneous saccades in the direction of the
cue rather than the target indicate that the cue elicited
an automatic saccadic response in its direction (Irwin,
Colcombe, Kramer, & Hahn, 2000; Ludwig, Ranson,
& Gilchrist, 2008). Comparisons of saccade errors re-
vealed no differences in their occurrence across social
(gaze) and symbolic (arrow) static cues (Kuhn & Ben-
son, 2007; Kuhn & Kingstone, 2009), and displayed

similar patterns of results as response times, suggest-
ing that the two measures (saccadic response times
and direction error rates) tap into the same underly-
ing process. Another possible measure is obtained by
inspecting trajectories of saccadic eye movements to-
wards a target presented in an orthogonal direction to
that of the gaze cue (Hermens & Walker, 2010; Num-
menmaa & Hietanen, 2006). Trajectories of eye move-
ments have been found to curve away from the di-
rection of covert attention (Nummenmaa & Hietanen,
2006; Sheliga, Riggio, & Rizzolatti, 1994; Sheliga, Rig-
gio, Craighero, & Rizzolatti, 1995; Van der Stigchel,
Meeter, & Theeuwes, 2007) and the onset of peripheral
distractors (Doyle & Walker, 2001; McSorley, Haggard,
& Walker, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009; Van Zoest, Van der
Stigchel, & Barton, 2008; Walker, McSorley, & Haggard,
2006), and might therefore provide a measure of atten-
tion and response preparation following the perception
of a direction cue. Studies applying saccade trajectories
to examine the influence of social cues have yielded
contradicting results, with saccade trajectories deviat-
ing from the cue in one study (Nummenmaa & Hieta-
nen, 2006), but not in the other (Hermens & Walker,
2010). The first goal of the present study will there-
fore be to compare the different possible measures of
attention shifts and response preparation to determine
whether they yield similar patterns of results.

Whereas several studies using dynamic social cues
have shown that attention in the observer tends to fol-
low the direction of perceived gaze rather than that of
perceived motion (Bayliss & Tipper, 2006; Rutherford
& Krysko, 2008), it is not clear whether the same shifts
of attention can also be obtained with different types
of cues. For static cues, this question has been exam-
ined by comparing the effects of a social (gaze) cue
with the effects of arrows (Tipples, 2002; Kuhn & Ben-
son, 2007), direction words (Hommel, Pratt, Colzato,
& Godijn, 2001), or a face with an extended tongue
(Downing, Dodds, & Bray, 2004), often demonstrating
similar effects of social and non-social cues. For dy-
namic cues such a comparison has not yet been made,
and therefore the second aim of the present study is
to compare socially relevant and socially less relevant
dynamic cues.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-three students from the psychology research
pool (most of them female and between 18 to 25 years
of age) and author FH took part in experiment in return
for payment or course credit. Participants gave their in-
formed consent for their participation in the study that
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was approved by the local ethics committee.

Apparatus

Participants were seated at a distance of 57cm from
a 21 inch CRT computer screen on which the stimuli
were presented, restricted by a chin rest. Eye move-
ments were recorded using an Eyelink II (SR Research
Osgood, ON, Canada) video-based eye tracker. Eye
tracking was performed binocularly, but as the direc-
tion of gaze is often similar in both eyes, the analysis
only used the data of the right eye. Stimuli were dis-
played using the Experiment Builder software package
(SR Research Osgood, ON, Canada), while a second
PC recorded the participants’ eye movements at a sam-
pling rate of 500Hz in pupil-only mode.

Stimuli

Videos, recorded with a Canon Powershot A430
photo camera at a frame rate of 20fps in the 640x480
AVI pixels mode, served as the stimuli. The video clips,
reduced to a size of 320 by 240 pixels (12 by 9.1 de-
grees of visual angle), were presented in the center of
the screen, with the fixation symbol (a small plus sign)
vertically aligned with the position of eyes of the ‘ac-
tor’ in the video clip (see Figure 1). To the left and right
of fixation two place-holders (circles with a diameter of
0.6 degrees) were presented at a distance of 7.2 degrees
from fixation. After a delay, the target (a plus sign, 0.4
degrees in height and width) appeared inside one of
the place-holders or 6 degrees directly above fixation.

The recorded video clips were edited into sections
of 1.5 seconds long using the Windows Movie Maker
2 software from Windows XP (SP2). The first 500ms of
each video clip showed either the actor looking straight
ahead (‘eyes’ or ‘tilt’ movie clips) or an empty room
(‘walk’), after which the movement started (except for
in the ‘neutral’ condition). The video clips produced by
Windows Movie Maker were converted into the appro-
priate format for the Experiment Builder (SR Research
Osgood, ON, Canada) stimulus presentation software
using the open source package MMconvert. Several
video clips of the same movement were used to incor-
porate some of the natural variation in the speed of the
movements.

Three types of video clips were created, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The ‘eyes’ video clips showed an actor
making a horizontal eye movement to the left or to the
right (generally lasting for 3 frames or 60ms), while in
the control condition, the actor looked straight ahead
throughout. In the ‘tilt’ video clips, the actor tilted his
head leftward or rightward (about 6 video frames or
120ms) or kept his head straight (control condition).
During these head movements, the actor’s gaze did

not change. Finally, in the ‘walk’ condition, the clips
showed the actor walking from the left to the right
of the screen or vice versa (about 20 video frames or
400ms). In the control condition of the ‘walk’ condi-
tion, the actor did not appear and only the wall in the
background was shown. The length of each video clip
was trimmed such that the movement started 500ms
into the clip (to avoid influences of the onset of the
video clip on performance), and the total video lasted
for 1500ms. For the ‘eyes’ and ‘tilt’ condition, this
meant that the person’s head was in the center of the
screen and no movement was made until 500ms after
the onset of the video clip. For the ‘walk’ condition,
the screen remained empty during the first 500ms. A
fixation screen, containing the fixation cross and two
place-holders, was presented for a random interval be-
tween 800ms and 1200ms before the onset of the video
clip. The target always appeared 950ms after the onset
of the video clip (i.e., 450ms after the onset of the move-
ment in the video clip), to ensure the movement in the
clip was completed before the target appeared.

Design

Participants performed six blocks of 36 trials, con-
sisting of two repeated blocks of each type of move-
ment (‘eyes’, ‘tilt’ or ‘walk’). The order of the blocks
was counter-balanced for each participant (following
an ABC-CBA design) and the type of cue that was pre-
sented in the first block was randomized across partic-
ipants. The cues were not predictive of the upcoming
target direction. When a movement was presented in
the video clip, it was equally often followed by a target
in the same direction, in the opposite direction or in the
upward direction.

Within each block, video clips showing a movement
to the left or the right (for the ‘congruent’ and ‘incon-
gruent’ conditions), and video clips without a move-
ment (for the ‘neutral condition’) were paired with tar-
gets appearing to the left, to the right or above fixa-
tion. Different repetitions of the same movement by
the actor were used (four with a movement to the left,
four with a movement to the right and four in which no
movement occurred), to counteract the effects of small
differences in how the movement was performed. The
order of the video clips and target locations was ran-
domized within each block.

Procedure

Each block started with a 9-point calibration of the
eye tracker. The first block of the six experimental
blocks started with 5 to 10 practice trials. Drift cor-
rection was applied after each 12th trial to realign the
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recorded eye positions to central fixation if required.
Blocks were separated by a short break.

Each trial in the experiment consisted of the presen-
tation of a central fixation stimulus for a random du-
ration of between 800ms and 1200ms, followed by the
video clip for 1500ms. A peripheral target appeared
left, right or above fixation 950ms after the onset of the
animation (to ensure that each video clip had ended as
soon as the target appeared; see Figure 1). Participants
were instructed to look at the fixation symbol (a plus
sign, ‘+’) and to then make an eye movement to the
target (another plus sign) as quickly as possible. They
were also informed that video clips would be played in
the background and that the movements in these clips
were unrelated to where the target was going to appear.

Data analysis

Saccadic latencies were computed by measuring the
time from the onset of the target to the onset of the sac-
cade. Saccades were detected by the Eyelink II soft-
ware, applying a velocity criterion of 30 deg/sec and
an acceleration criterion of 8,000 deg/sec2.

For upward saccades, trajectory deviations were
computed as the maximum distance of the trajectory to
the straight path connecting the start and the end point
of the saccade, and expressed as a percentage of the am-
plitude of the saccade (‘peak deviation’). Saccade tra-
jectory deviations were then compared to baseline by
subtracting the deviations for the no-movement video
clips from those with a movement (left or right). Be-
cause trajectory deviations were similar for movement
cues to the left and to the right (except for their sign),
these numbers were pooled into a single number for
each reflecting the size the deviations away from the
direction of the cue.

Saccadic latencies and saccade trajectory deviations
were based on the trials in which participants moved
their eyes directly from the fixation point to the pe-
ripheral target. That is, before computing these mea-
sures, trials in which participants moved their eyes in
the wrong direction or made a saccade of insufficient
amplitude, or in which participants blinked during the
first saccade after target onset were removed. In ad-
dition, responses with a reaction time (RT) less than
80ms and 2.5 times the standard deviation larger than
the mean were excluded from the computation of these
measures. As a result, data of one participant (with
more than >30% of the trials removed) were removed,
and for the remaining 23 participants in the analysis,
latencies and trajectory deviations were based on, on
average, 90.2%, 91.7% and 89.3% of the trials, in the
‘eyes’, ‘tilt’ and ‘walk’ conditions, respectively. In con-
trast, saccade direction errors were based on all trials

(from the remaining 23 participants) and were defined
as trials with saccadic responses after target onset that
did not contain blinks, were of sufficient amplitude
(>3deg), and were made in a direction other than that
of the target. In addition, we examined the latency of
these saccade direction errors. Because saccade direc-
tion errors were rather infrequent, we computed their
median latency to reduce the influence of outlier re-
sponse times without having to remove responses on
the basis of their latencies.

Results

Response times

Figure 2a shows the mean saccadic latencies to the
peripheral target. The effects of the type of per-
ceived movement and the congruency of its move-
ment direction with the target location on these la-
tencies were examined in a 3 (movement type) by
3 (congruency) repeated measures analysis of vari-
ance. Significant main effects of movement type
(F(2,44)=14.92, MSE=970.2, p<0.001, partial η2=0.40)
and of cue congruency (F(2,44)=17.19, MSE=711.3,
p<0.001, partial η2=0.44) were found. In addition, a
significant interaction between congruency and move-
ment type was observed (F(4,88)=7.34, MSE=363.1,
p<0.001, partial η2=0.25). Post-hoc analyses demon-
strated shorter latencies on congruent than on incon-
gruent trials for all three types of movements (‘eyes’:
t(22)=4.02, p=0.01; ‘tilt’: t(22)=3.23, p=0.004; ‘walk’:
t(22)=2.56, p=0.018). For each movement type, re-
sponse times for neutral cues were longer than those
for the congruent and incongruent cues for the two
centrally presented movements (‘eyes’: F(1,22)=10.84,
MSE=686.1, p=0.03, partial η2=0.33; ‘tilt’: F(1,22)=30.92,
MSE=938.7, p<0.001, partial η2=0.58), but not for the
‘walk’ movement (‘walk’: F(1,22)=0.255, MSE=727.1,
p=0.64, partial η2=0.10). Separate repeated measures
ANOVAs testing the differences between the three
movement types revealed significant effects of the
type of movement (‘eyes’, ‘tilt’, ‘walk’) for congruent
(F(2,44)=20.64, MSE=441.0, p<0.001, partial η2=0.48),
incongruent (F(2,44)=14.64, MSE=361.1, p<0.001, par-
tial η2=0.40), but not for neutral (mostly static) cues
(F(2,44)=0.46, MSE=538.8, p=0.64, partial η2=0.02). To
compare the size of the cueing effect across the dif-
ferent cues conditions, separate two-way ANOVAs
were used, testing the effects of movement type (e.g.,
‘eyes’ versus ‘tilt’) and congruency (‘congruent’ and
‘incongruent’). Significant interaction effects between
movement type and congruency were found for all
three pairs of cues (‘eyes’ versus ‘tilt’: F(1,22)=5.72,
MSE=250.3, p=0.026, partial η2=0.206; ‘eyes’ versus
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Fixation (800-1200ms)

Video clip

Target
(950ms after
onset video)

Time

'eyes' 'tilt' 'walk'

Figure 1. Illustration of the three conditions in the experiment. In the ‘eyes’ condition, a video clip of an ‘actor’ making an eye
movement to the left or to the right was shown. The ‘tilt’ condition presented a video clip showing the actor making a leftward
or rightward head tilting movement. In the ‘walk’ condition, the actor was shown walking from the left to the right or vice
versa. For each condition, the saccade target (a small plus sign) was presented 950ms after the onset of the video clip either to
the left, to the right or above fixation (examples shown in the bottom row). The movement in the video clip started 500ms after
its onset. The stimulus onset asynchrony of 950ms was chosen such that the movements in all of the cues was completed before
the onset of the target.

‘walk’: F(1,22)=12.7, MSE= 328.1, p=0.002, partial
η2=.367; ‘tilt’ versus ‘walk’: F(1,22)=21.0, MSE=286.5,
p<0.001 partial η2=0.489), along with the average data,
suggesting stronger cueing effect for the ‘eyes’ than for
the ‘tilt’ condition, and stronger cueing effects for the
central cues than for the ‘walk’ cue.

On vertical saccade trials, used to determine the
cueing effects on saccade trajectory deviations, laten-
cies differed significantly for the three movement types
(F(2,44)=14.92, MSE=288.7, p<0.001, partial η2=0.40).
Post-hoc tests revealed significant differences between
the ‘tilt’ and ‘walk’ conditions (t(22)=49.11, p<0.001),
between the ‘eyes’ and ‘walk’ conditions (t(22)=2.90,
p=0.08) and between the ‘eyes’ and ‘tilt’ conditions
(t(22)=2.96, p=0.007).

Saccade direction errors

Figure 2b shows the percentage of trials with a sac-
cade direction error (defined as a saccade in a direc-
tion other than the target). A 3x3 repeated measures

ANOVA tested the effects of the type of movement cue
(eye movement, head tilt, or walk) and the effects of
cue-target congruency on the occurrence of saccade di-
rection errors. A significant main effect of congruency
was found (F(2,44)=9.984, MSE=0.033, p<0.001, partial
η2=0.31), as well as a significant interaction effect with
movement type (F(4,88)=8.39, MSE=0.023, p<0.001,
partial η2=0.28). The main effect of movement type
was not significant (F(2,44)=1.37, MSE=0.004, p=0.27,
partial η2=0.059). Post-hoc analyses showed that the
interaction between the effects of the eyes and the
head tilt cues just failed to reach statistical significance
(F(2,44)=3.16, MSE=0.008, p=0.052, partial η2=0.126), in
the presence of a highly significant effect of cue con-
gruency (F(2,44)=12.04, MSE=0.058, p<0.001, partial
η2=0.354), but in the absence of a main effect of move-
ment type (F(1,22)=2.19, MSE=0.007, p=0.153, partial
η2=0.090). Both dynamic cues displayed more errors
in the incongruent than in the congruent condition
(z=2.94, p=0.003; and z=2.22, p=0.026, respectively).
A comparison of the number of errors for incongru-
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ent cue conditions, however, did not reveal a differ-
ence between the ‘eyes’ and the ‘tilt’ conditions (z=1.60,
p=0.11). For the ‘walk’ condition, significantly more
saccade errors were found on congruent trials, i.e. when
the target appeared in the direction of the movement
compared to the no-movement and the incongruent
cue conditions (z=2.99, p=0.003 and z=2.65, p=0.008, re-
spectively).

To examine the origin of these saccade direction er-
rors, we also computed their latencies, shown in Fig-
ure 2c. When interpreting these data, it must be taken
into consideration that the values for conditions other
than the incongruent condition for the two central cues
(‘eyes’ and ‘tilt’) and the congruent ‘walk’ condition are
based on only a few observations (because direction
errors were infrequent in these conditions). Overall,
the plot shows that error responses are associated with
fast latencies (less than 100ms). To statistically com-
pare the three conditions where most saccade errors
occurred, suggestive of oculomotor capture (congruent
‘eyes’ and ‘tilt’ and incongruent ‘walk’), we performed
pairwise t-tests after replacing empty data cells with
the mean across the remaining participants for that
condition. This procedure revealed a significant differ-
ence between the latencies for the congruent ‘walk’ and
the incongruent ‘eyes’ conditions (t(22)=3.92, p<0.01),
but not for the other comparisons (incongruent ‘tilt’
versus congruent ‘walk’: t(22)=1.36, p=0.19; incongru-
ent ‘eyes’ versus ‘tilt’: t(22)=0.55, p=0.59).

Saccade trajectory deviations

Average trajectory deviations away from the direc-
tion of perceived motion in the video clip, with re-
spect to the baseline curvature (on the basis of the no-
movement video clips), are shown in Figure 2d. Signif-
icant deviations away (positive values) were observed
for perceived eye gaze shifts (t(22)=5.49; p<0.001) and
for head tilting (t(22)=2.23; p=0.036). In contrast, the
‘walk’ movements resulted in clear and significant de-
viations towards (negative values) the direction of the
perceived movement (t(22)=3.53; p=0.002). Signifi-
cant differences between the ‘walk’ and the ‘eyes’ and
‘tilt’ conditions were found (p<0.01 for both compar-
isons). Saccade trajectory deviations for the ‘eyes’ and
‘tilt’ condition, however, did not differ significantly
(t(22)=0.90; p=0.38).

Discussion

We compared saccadic latencies, saccade direction
errors and saccade trajectory deviations for a dynamic
social cue (eye-gaze shift) to the cueing effects of two
movements less commonly associated with attention

shifts in another person (a head tilt movement and a
person walking past). For all types of cues, faster re-
sponse times were found towards the peripheral tar-
get when the direction of perceived motion was con-
gruent with its location, with the largest cueing effects
for the socially relevant cue (comparing congruent and
incongruent directions). Saccade direction errors and
trajectory deviations revealed very similar effects for
the two centrally presented cues (eye-gaze and head-
tilting), whereas opposite effects were found for the
walking-past cue. Differences in the response times
between the congruent and the incongruent condition
were larger for the gaze cue, but no differences were
found in the number of saccade errors and the size of
the saccade trajectory deviations between the eye-gaze
and head-tilt cues. Whereas the response times sug-
gest that eye-gaze leads to stronger cueing, the other
two measures cast doubts on the special nature of so-
cial dynamic cues. Our findings for the centrally pre-
sented cues are mostly in line with observations for
static cues, where, for a wide range of other directional
cues, such as arrows (Tipples, 2002), direction words
(Hommel et al., 2001), and an extended tongue (Down-
ing et al., 2004), non-predictive non-social cues yielded
cueing effects of similar strength as social (eye gaze)
cues.

The lack of a clear difference in the magnitude of
the cueing effects for the two centrally presented cues
is quite remarkable, given the many dimensions on
which the two cues differ. Besides the difference in so-
cial relevance, the cues also differ in their duration of
motion (60ms versus 120 ms), the distance across which
the movement occurs and the size of the moving object
(shift of the pupils versus a movement of the head) and
the relative movement of the stimulus with respect to
the point of fixation. This suggests that these factors do
not strongly influence the cueing effect. The fact that
the ‘walk’ cue resulted not only in quantitative, but also
qualitative differences in the cueing effects than the two
centrally presented cues suggests the contribution of
other aspects of the cue to the cueing effect. Possible
aspects that could have influenced the cueing patterns
in the ‘walk’ cue with respect to the other two cues are
the sudden onset in the ‘walk’ cue, the shorter inter-
val between cue offset and target onset and the differ-
ence between the neutral and cued conditions (empty
screen versus a fast moving stimulus). The factor most
likely to contribute to the differential cueing effects for
the ‘walk’ cue, and in particular the reverse direction
of the effects on saccade direction errors and saccade
trajectory deviations, is the sudden onset provided by
the actor appearing on one side of an earlier empty dis-
play. The shorter delay from cue offset to target onset
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Figure 2. a) Mean saccadic latencies towards the peripheral target. The data points on the left show the latencies for horizontal
saccades, the separate data points on the right show latencies for vertical saccades. The three different symbols (circles, dia-
monds, squares) show the data for the different types of video clips (‘eyes’, ‘tilt’, ‘walk’). b) Percentage saccade errors (i.e., a
saccade not in the direction of the target) for the different cue-target congruency conditions and movement types. c) Median
saccadic latencies of the saccade direction errors across the different conditions. Please note that the data points other than
the incongruent ‘eyes’ and ‘tilt’ and congruent ‘walk’ conditions are based on few observations. d) Saccade trajectory devia-
tions away (positive values) from and towards (negative values) the movement direction of the cue for the different cues (eye
movements, head tilt, and walking past). These deviations are computed with respect to the baseline condition (no-movement
condition) and expressed as a percentage of the amplitude of the saccade. The error bars in the different subplots show the
standard error of the mean across the 23 participants in the analysis.

might be less of a factor, because the ‘tilt’ and the ‘eyes’
cues differed also in this respect, but resulted in small
differences in the magnitude of the observed cueing ef-
fect. However, it cannot be excluded on the basis of
the present data that decreasing the cue offset to tar-
get onset interval even further (as in the ‘walk’ condi-
tion) has a similar effect. The fact that the screen in

the ‘walk’ condition was blank in the control condition
differed from the static image of a person in the con-
trol conditions of the other cues. However, the fixa-
tion cue, which remained present throughout the trial,
should have maintained the participants gaze / atten-
tion in these conditions. The onset of the person in the
‘walk’ condition may have caused the differential cue-
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ing effects for this condition, and it remains for future
research to establish whether this was the critical factor.
This could be examined by comparing the effects with
each cue when presented upside-down. This control is
often used in research on biological motion (e.g., Troje
& Westhoff, 2006) and has also been applied to studies
of social attention (Swettenham et al., 2003), where it
has been suggested that inversion of the stimulus takes
away its biological significance.

We also examined the different measures of the cue-
ing effect - response times, saccade direction errors
and saccade trajectory deviations. A similar pattern
of results was observed for the two centrally presented
movement cues, but a clear dissociation occurred with
the walk condition. The response time effects with this
cue were similar to that for the other two dynamic cues
with faster saccadic response times in the congruent
than in the incongruent condition. Saccade error rates
and trajectory deviations showed the opposite pattern
from that found for the central cues where more er-
rors occurred in the direction away from the direction
of perceived motion and trajectory deviations were to-
wards the direction of motion. The ‘walk’ cues pro-
duced the typical pattern of results on response times
(Driver et al., 1999; Friesen et al., 2004; Tipples, 2008;
Rutherford & Krysko, 2008), with faster responses to
targets that appeared in the direction of the cue. How-
ever, for the saccade direction errors and saccade tra-
jectory deviations, the ‘walk’ condition produced the
opposite pattern. Earlier studies found incorrect sac-
cades that were more often in the direction of the cue
(Kuhn & Benson, 2007; Kuhn & Kingstone, 2009, see
also our ‘eyes and ‘tilt conditions), while the ‘walk con-
dition resulted in incorrect saccades away from the di-
rection of motion. Saccade trajectories typically deviate
away from distractors or the direction of attention (e.g.,
Doyle & Walker, 2001; Hermens & Walker, 2010; Num-
menmaa & Hietanen, 2006, and our ‘eyes and ‘tilt con-
ditions), but the ‘walk’ cue showed deviations towards
the direction of motion.

The pattern of results for the ‘walk’ condition could
have a number of potential explanations. Cueing ef-
fects on response times are commonly interpreted as
reflecting shifts of covert attention (e.g., Posner, 1980;
Posner & Cohen, 1984). The interpretation of the ef-
fects of a visual cue on saccade direction errors and
saccade trajectories is less well established. Saccade
direction errors presumably reflect the involvement of
oculomotor preparation (preparing to make a response
in the cued direction), but they could also be an in-
dication of strong exogenous shifts of attention, as in
the oculomotor capture effect (e.g., Theeuwes, Kramer,
Hahn, & Irwin, 1998). In these studies, sometimes both

the preparation and execution of the saccade is found
(when an eye movement is made to the distractor stim-
ulus), but sometimes there are indications of just the
preparation (when an eye movement starts in the direc-
tion of the distractor, but turns around to go to the tar-
get). Saccade trajectories have been shown to be influ-
enced by endogenous shifts of attention (Sheliga et al.,
1994, 1995; Van der Stigchel et al., 2007), but are also
modulated by the onset of distractor stimuli (Doyle &
Walker, 2001; McSorley et al., 2006), suggestive of an in-
fluence of exogenously shifted attention. Oculomotor
areas, such as the superior colliculus and frontal eye
field have been shown to be involved in saccade tra-
jectory deviation effects (e.g., McPeek & Keller, 2002;
McPeek, Han, & Keller, 2003), therefore indicating the
planning of an oculomotor response that must be in-
hibited (Aizawa & Wurtz, 1998). Previous experiments
have shown a strong link between covert attention and
oculomotor preparation, which led to the formulation
of a ‘premotor’ theory of attention (Rizzolatti, Riggio,
Dascola, & Umiltá, 1987). In this theory, attention shifts
are assumed to be achieved by activating, but not exe-
cuting a motor program for an oculomotor (or manual)
response. In its original formulation, both goal-driven
(endogenous) and reflexive (exogenous) attention was
assumed to be linked to response preparation, but re-
cent findings have suggested that the link between at-
tention and response preparation might be restricted to
exogenous attention alone (Smith & Schenk, 2012). Tak-
ing these considerations into account, we suggest the
following interpretation of the apparent dissociation of
the effects of the ‘walk’ cue on response times and sac-
cade direction errors and saccade trajectory deviations.
Response times indicate the strength and direction of
endogenous attention shifts, similar to the deployment
of attention in biological motion, where upright dy-
namic, but not static or inverted human or animal mo-
tion results in faster response times to stimuli in the di-
rection of motion (Shi, Weng, He, & Jiang, 2010). The
other two measures (saccade errors, saccade trajectory
deviations) measure either both oculomotor response
preparation and shifts of exogenous attention, or ex-
ogenous shifts of attention alone. In terms of premotor
theory (Rizzolatti et al., 1987) or the adapted version
of premotor theory (Smith & Schenk, 2012), a combi-
nation of an exogenous attention shift and oculomotor
preparation is the more likely of the two possibilities,
as the two often coincide. A possible factor why the
‘walk’ cue produced the observed dissociation in the
direction of the cueing effects on the three measures is
the duration of the cue. Endogenous cueing effects are
often assumed to be slowly arising, and could there-
fore have emerged later, while exogenous cueing ef-
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fects tend to be rapid, but short-lived, and could there-
fore have occurred earlier during the presentation of
the ‘walk’ stimulus.

For the two central cues (‘eyes’, ‘tilt’), the longest
response times were found for the neutral (no-
movement) cues, in which no motion occurred. The
faster response times in the other two conditions (con-
gruent and incongruent cues) could reflect the effects
of the motion onset acting as a warning signal to the
onset of the target, which was presented after a fixed
delay after motion onset. Interestingly, this pattern of
results does not seem to hold for the ‘walk’ condition,
which could imply that only movements at the center
of fixation are effective as a warning signal. Moreover,
response times for the ‘walk’ cue were generally longer
than for the other cues, and therefore, whatever caused
these longer latencies (possibly some confusion about
where to look) might have reduced the relative size of
the warning effect for the neutral cue in this condition.

The differences between the average trajectory de-
viations for the three conditions in our study do not
seem to relate to differences in vertical saccade latency.
Earlier studies have demonstrated that trajectories tend
to deviate towards distractors for short latencies, while
for longer latencies, saccades tend to deviate away (Mc-
Sorley et al., 2006, 2009; Mulckhuyse, Van der Stigchel,
& Theeuwes, 2009; Van der Stigchel & Theeuwes, 2007;
Van Zoest et al., 2008). For differences in average la-
tencies to explain the differences in saccade trajectory
deviations for our experimental conditions, conditions
with faster average latencies on the vertical saccades
(which were used to measure saccade trajectory de-
viations) should show deviations towards and condi-
tions with slower latencies should show average devi-
ations away. This is not what was found. Fastest av-
erage vertical saccade response times were found for
the ‘tilt’ condition, intermediate average saccade laten-
cies for the ‘eyes’ and longest average latencies for the
‘walk’ condition. Deviations towards, however, were
found for the ‘walk’ condition, which had the longest
latencies, and deviations away were found for the two
conditions with the faster average latencies. This sug-
gests that some other cause than differences in laten-
cies caused average deviations in the three conditions
to differ.

Response latencies for the vertical saccades were
generally quite short in comparison to the other con-
ditions. One possible reason is that in this condition,
the target did not appear inside a place-holder, and
might therefore have acted more as a new onset than
for the other two conditions (with a target on the hor-
izontal axis), where the place-holder might have made
target onset less salient. The reason for using hori-

zontal place-holders was to create ‘objects’ to which
the cue could be directed. One possible disadvantage,
however, could be that the examined time-course of
the effects on response times and saccade direction er-
rors on the one hand and saccade trajectory deviations
might slightly deviate. Future studies that apply place-
holders in each of the places or no place-holders at all,
should reveal whether such differences in time-courses
do indeed take place.

Conclusion

In conclusion, centrally presented dynamic cues re-
sult in very similar effects in the observer, independent
of whether the cue is socially relevant. Different re-
sponse measures (response times, error rates and tra-
jectory deviations), however, can sometimes be dissoci-
ated, as shown by a third cue (a person walking past),
suggesting that different eye movements measures can
reveal different aspects of the influence of a cue on the
observer. Our results show that it can be beneficial to
study more ecologically valid, but often less controlled
stimuli. Whereas complex experimental designs are of-
ten employed to reveal a dissociation between covert
attention and response preparation (for an overview,
see Smith & Schenk, 2012), our ‘walk’ stimulus shows
that dissociations can occur naturally when more eco-
logically valid stimuli are used.
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